Slang language has become the most used language in the most countries. It has almost become the first language in the social media, websites and daily conversations. Moreover, it has become used in many conferences to clarify information and to deliver the required purpose of them. Therefore, this great spread of slang language over the world. In Jordan indicates that it is important to know meanings of Jordanian slang vocabularies. Mainly, In research system, we created a system framework allows users to restore Arabic information depending on queries that are written in slang language and this framework was made basically by context-free grammar to convert from slang to classical and vice versa. In addition, to conclude with, we will apply it on the colloquial slang in North of Jordan specifically; Irbid, Ajloun, Jerash, Mafraq and AlRamtha city. As well as, we will make a special file for Non_Arabic words and the stop words too. After we made an evaluation for the system relying on the results of recall, precision and F-measure where the results of precision about 0.63 for both researches slang and classical query, and this indicates that the system supports searching in Jordanian slang language. The purpose of this research is to enhance Arabic information retrieval, and it will be a significant resource for researchers who are interested in slang languages. As well as, it helps tie communities together.
Introduction

Introduce the Problem
Nowadays, the slang languages usage is one of the most popular languages in many social, academic, political and scientific majors. Everyday conversations (Almeman & Lee, 2013) , messages, letters, and social media (Harrag and et al., 2011; Duwairi and et al., 2007; Al -Shalabi and et al., 2003) , they are originally taken from standard and they are used in slang language. There are twelve Arabic dialects, which are used in 28 countries, but the most common one between all these dialects is the Egyptian one.
Arabic language is an old language precedes Islam (Azmi, 2017) . Many Arabic concepts are missed in the new born generations who have lack of knowledge toward some terms and their meanings. Therefore, as a result, these generations do not use those terms at all. Some researches indicated that there are a lot of increasing in the native speakers in the classical language of Arabic (MSA) (Mutahhar & Waston, 2002) .
It is very noticeable that Information Retrieval Science has many studies that help users in restoring the important information only (Ghoniem, 2008; Sanan and et al., 2008) .
It is noticeable also that each Arabic dialect is different from another according to its area. Therefore, every vocabulary interfere with MSA around 80% or more. Therefore, those different aspects include very popular words like see, not, and go. Simultaneously, they have phonology, morphology, and syntax rules (Habash & Rambow, 2006) . However, its known that have many properties which distinguish the Arabic language from other ones in many ways like writing's direction; if it's left or right (Benajiba and et al., 2007; Nwesri, 2008) . These properties can be changeable according to the position in each statement (Ghoneim, 2008; Sanan and et al., 2008; Al-Shalabi and et al., 2009 ). Eventually, we should acknowledge that many algorithms can take the root of any word and search about it in dictionaries (Goweder and et al., 2008; Al-shalabi and et al., 2005, Ahmed and , but unfortunately up to now there is no algorithm that can completely find any stem of Arabic words (Goweder and et al., 2008) .
Research Problem
Mainly, the research problem is that there is no engine for using Jordanian slang query.
Problem Solution
Thus, we worked hard to uphold the system of information's restoring that includes the great value of our study.
In addition, our retrieving information's system is used by depending on the colloquial not the standard that is now a very valuable tool in evaluating the engine's search. As a result, in this algorithm we tried to help all ages and levels by making the search through the internet as easy as possible, for example: young, old, students, professors, ignorant, knowledgeable, Arabs, non-Arabs, etc.
Related Studies
It was suggested by many researches that when Arabic texts indexing uses stems this will increase the retrieval effect above all the words and steams. As a result, most algorithms were highly improved to help in extracting Arabic words stems.
It is a significant issue to supply relevant information for users, which saves both time, and effort for whole sides of the process. Eventually, the improved models of IR by presenting them through computers as numerical models will be a high step in the modernity and efficiency of IR gadgets. Some study introduces a new way of IR that at first appears as a vector of different distances between both the concepts of the used queries and the distances of the same data or documents concepts. As a result, it distinguishes the relevant results in queries and documents by matching distances of each two terms in the query with the distances among the similar terms, in every corpus documents. In addition, this research is considered as an example to show the ability of the new model in showing the two or more documents depending on the given query that really cannot be done by only using the vector space model as the documents include the similar frequent concepts and the same number of whole concepts (Wijewickrema & Ratnayake, 2013) .
Information Retrieving is still a very problematic issue because it is considered as a time wasting especially if it is used from internet and long data. Thus, many algorithms and strategies were made to solve this issue and to make it easy. However, retrieving is continuing to be very sophisticated. Many applications were used to add, delete, and change like the Book Library System, and the Commercial Document Retrieval Services. This constrains the types of data and algorithms that are built to be used for the IR. In some study, the strategy of VSM (Vector Space Model) of IR is mainly used. Firstly, we find the percentages of similarities in scores usage for each item and we compare the results. Then, the cosine measure is used in order to compute the similarity measure and to check the angle between the documents vector and the query vector where VSMs are mainly based on geometry and every term has its own dimension in a multiple space of dimensions, queries, and documents. Eventually, we found that it is easier to retrieve the data or the information based on the similarity and to produce an efficient strategy for IR (Ogheneovo & Japheth, 2016) .
Arabic Information Retrieval
In (Al Kharashi & Al Sughaiyer, 2004) , the used method can professionally define groups of rules and apply them on the Arabic terms to find their stems easily without the need for a complicated process or computations.
Dialectal Arabic Information Retrieval Assistant (DIRA) is defined as a wide query method that gives a search term of Arabic Classical in general or its dialects, it is even provided of English too. Recently, the retrieval of Arabic text became very needed according to the rise of dialectal content especially of social media. DIRA shows the difficulties of retrieving information in Arabic dialects that have a big role in the languages differences from classical one. In addition, we must acknowledge that DIRA is the only way to generate the search of dialect terms with relevant various linguistic forms of both English and standard Arabic (Diab and et al., 2013) .
Algorithm in Gulf Slang Language
The Gulf language is a very popular one in many countries. Moreover, after having obsolete words of the Gulf dialects, many algorithm were used to extract the root of slang words by deleting the affixes in words and comparing it with other non-Arabic words with stop terms and by assuming that the root has three letters. As a result, after applying this algorithm on the Gulf dialects, the levels of accuracy of the extracted roots were very high even higher than all the other roots with a few of affixes and they became one of the characteristics of Gulf speakers (Abuata & Al-Omari, 2015) . the background of one of the local dialects in Saudi Arabia. Therefore, in this system, they depend on adapting an MSA rooting strategy and a group of slang MSA diversion rules that are based on dictionary (Azmi, 2015) .
Algorithm in Jordanian Slang Language
Other studies also were concerned with building a framework in order to enhance the retrieval accuracy of Arabic information that use slang query and gives the system a way of dealing with query. So, this algorithm is based on context free grammar "CFG" that neglected the root of past, present, and command verbs in three steps which are: ignoring nouns, making sure if the syntactic rules for sentences are correct or not, and stripping their affixes (Shatnawi and et al., 2012) .
Algorithm in Yemeni Slang Language
As we noticed, there is an increase of using the slang language in many countries such as the concern of researchers about the Yemeni language "Sana'a language" to improve it to a very modern standard one. This algorithm is based on deleting vowels, suffixes, and prefixes. After that, the authors take the root and compare it with stems of slang Yemeni one and MSA and it finds the texts in MSA (Modern Standard Arabic). The result of this algorithm is 16.29% of these concepts, which has distorted suffix, 0.70%, contain prefix, and 2.16% contains stem. (Al-Gaphari & Al-Yadoumi, 2006) .
Retrieving in Social Networks
Activities in the social media and network became very noticeable and the slang one is commonly used, that is why many researches were done and one of them mainly uses the SSWIL (slang sentimental words and lexicon) of various words. Gaussain Kernel's SVM (Support Vector Machine) is used as a tool to classify the social media comments such as Facebook that are written in Arabic. Many statistics were used to reach a very honest and precise percentage, and the results were very high about more than 88% for precision and more than 75% for the recall (Elmasry and et al., 2014) .
Another research done to analyze young's comments on Facebook we need to study the slang Arabic that they use to communicate with each other in everyday conversations. That is why we chose the SVM classifier to apply our study. In addition, it must be known that the SVM includes three main aspects: first the preparation of Arabic comments (data), and both data of division and of preprocessing too. Not just for Facebook, these studies also took care of Twitter and other topics. The rates were also satisfying because of the use of SSWIL where 75% of comments were replaced by 86% comments. Thus, they were recorded as: more than 88% for precision instead of 82%, and 78% of recall instead of 59% . Also, another study as a sociolinguistic one because it discusses the young Saudi slang. Unlike the other cities, the research in Saudi Arabia was very exhausted to find results about this linguistic issue by focusing on the social factors, the source of acquisition, and the reasons of use too. In addition, it concentrates on the common topics that this slang is interested about.
One more noticeable thing is that the relationship between age and the slang is negative; the younger the person is, the more input he\she has. While talking about gender, it's clear that males use slang more than females which are obvious because both genders have different interests while using words, concepts, and even topics especially while talking about sexual ones (Gomaa and et al., 2015) .
Methodology
This research aims to design framework that works to restore the Arabic language information by using the Jordanian slang language, whereas the processes of this system are based on a group of rules that should be done before restoring the information. Moreover, this system works to normalize the query that is written in slang, then it searches for it in the engine, after that it restores a group of documents in the classical form and the slang one. In addition, this document was collected from the social media that contains a huge combination of slang document.
The System Framework
Figure (1) represents the framework of the Arabic retrieval system by using the North Jordanian slang query. It shows the most important steps that the system should follow to restore the information by using the Jordanian slang for the North of Jordan.
This system works by checking the sentences grammatical structure by applying the special rules of this system. If the structure is wrong, it asks the user to rewrite the query again. However, if the arrangement is true, it goes to the next step where the system is divided into two branches.
The first one converts the query from slang form into the classical one by applying the assigned rules. Then, it searches for the terms inside the two lists of non-Arabic list and the look up tables. In addition, it searches about the resulted query inside the classical document. The second branch leaves the query on its shape in the slang, and it deletes the stop words, instead. It also searches for the unknown words inside the non-Arabic list and the look up table. After that, it searches about it in the slang document. Finally, it restores all the resulted documents for the user if it's either slang or classical.
Jordanian Arabic Slang Language Grammar (JASG)
The system of restoring the slang language is based mainly on a large number of rules (JASG) where the research for the query depends on the rules. If it does not match the rules, the user will be asked to write a new query.
In this stage, the type of words in the queries must be determined if it is noun, verb, question mark, or preposition…etc.
Definition of the Grammar
In this research, we will use special grammar in the Jordanian slang language. These rules consist of three parts:
-Noun clause (Ns): the most significant part is the noun (N).
-The verbal clause: the most significant part is the verb (V).
-Interrogative sentence: the most significant part is the question mark (Q).
The content of the grammars of the Jordanian Slang language is shown in Figure ( 2), and the list of the used grammars is shown in Table ( Vol. 13, No. 6; 2019 Calling table (Cal) 
Mawsool names table (MS)
{ ‫ﺍﻟﻲ‬ | ‫ﺍﻟﻠﻲ‬ } Jazem table (JZ) { ‫ﻻ‬ | ‫}ﻣﺎ‬ Naseb table (NS) { ‫ﻋﺸﺎﻥ‬ } Question (ASK) Question terms{ | ‫ﻗﺪﻳﺶ‬ | ‫ﻛﻴﻒ‬ | ‫ﺟﻴﻒ‬ | ‫ﺍﻳﺶ‬ | ‫ﻟﻴﻪ‬ | ‫ﺷﻮ‬ ‫ﻟﻴﺶ|‬ | ‫ﺍﻳﻤﺘﻪ‬ | ‫ﻛﻴﻒ‬ | ‫ﺍﻱ‬ | ‫ﻭﻳﻦ‬ | ‫ﻟﻤﻴﻦ‬ ‫ﺷﻠﻮﻥ|‬ | ‫ﻣﻴﻦ‬ ‫ﻣﺘﻰ‬ | ‫}ﺑﺎﻱ‬ SufASK Suffix of question ‫ﺝ{‬ ‫ﻙ|‬ ‫ﻥ|‬ ‫}ﻛﻢ|‬ SN ‫ﻏﺎﺩ{‬ | ‫ﻫﻨﺎﻙ‬ | ‫ﻫﺬﻭﻝ‬ | ‫ﻫﺎﻱ‬ | ‫}ﻫﺎﻅ‬ Kan { ‫ﺭﺡ‬ ‫ﻛﺎﻥ‬ | ‫ﺭﺍﺡ‬ | ‫ﻣﺶ‬ | ‫ﻣﺪﺍﻡ‬ | ‫ﺑﻌﺪﻩ‬ | ‫ﻅﻞ‬ | ‫ﺻﺎﺭ‬ | ‫}ﻛﺎﻥ‬ Pro { ‫ﺍﺣﻨﺎ‬ | ‫ﻧﺤﻦ‬ | ‫|ﻫﻤﻪ‬ ‫ﻫﻲ‬ | ‫|ﻫﻮ‬ ‫ﺍﻧﺘﻢ‬ | ‫ﺍﻧﺘﻦ‬ | ‫ﺍﻧﺘﻮﺍ‬ | ‫ﻫﻦ‬ | ‫ﻫﻤﻪ‬ | ‫ﺍﻧﻲ‬ | ‫ﺍﻧﺎ‬ | ‫ﺍﻧﺘﻲ‬ | ‫}ﺍﻧﺖ‬ Fn ‫ﺳﻠﻒ{‬ ‫ﺳﻠﻔﻲ|‬ | ‫ﺍﺧﻮ‬ | ‫}ﺍﺑﻮ‬ En { ‫ﻳﺎﺭﻳﺖ‬ | ‫ﺍﻧﻪ‬ ‫ﻟﻮ‬ | ‫ﺑﺲ‬ | ‫ﻟﻜﻦ‬ | ‫ﻛﻨﻪ‬ | ‫ﻛﺄﻥ‬ | ‫ﻛﺄﻧﻪ‬ | ‫}ﺍﻥ‬ Negative (Neg) ‫ﻻ{‬ ‫ﻣﻮ|‬ ‫ﻣﺶ|‬ ‫}ﻣﺎ|‬ Atf { ‫ﺍﻭ‬ | ‫ﻭ‬ } (A) 1-SHO= {Pre1V, Pre2V, Suf1V, Suf2V,
How to Determinate the Term Type
In this step, the query sentences structure should be checked to know if it is right or wrong according to groups of rules by comparing the written query with the correct written structures inside the grammar. The sentence should include either verbs, nouns, or question marks, with some stop words that will be deleted later if they were found. Figure ( 2) shows the structures of the correct sentences; the special grammars for this system. In addition, there are a lot of affixes that are related to the verbs, nouns, and question marks, which were clearly and briefly shown Vol. 13, No. 6; 2019 in Table (1) .
How to Determinate the Verb Type
The verb is one of the main parts of sentence structure; it has three types past, either present, or imperative. It has a group of different affixes according to the verbs type: past, present, or imperative. The number of the affixes may be either one letter, two or none. In addition, Figure ( 3), shows pseudo code of Arabic verbs that is used for distinguishing the verb's type.
The present verb is normally connected with both the suffix and the prefix like the verb: ‫.)ﺗﺪﺭﺱ(‬ It is clear that it's preceded by a prefix, but it is not followed by a suffix. However, in this example; the verb ‫)ﺑﺘﺪﺭﺳﻲ(‬ is preceded by a prefix and a suffix.
The same as the imperative verb that may be followed by prefix or a suffix like ( ‫ﺍﺩﺭﺳﻮ‬ ‫ﺍ‬ ) where it is preceded by a prefix. When it comes to the past verb, it is different from the present and the imperative. The past does not relate with any prefix, but it relates with a suffix just like this example ‫.)ﺩﺭﺳﺖ(‬ If the verb contains than four letters or more, it may contains some infixes and these are some cases in the past tense: ‫,)ﺍﺳﺘﻌﻤﻠﺖ(‬ the present verb ‫,)ﻳﺴﺘﻌﻤﻞ(‬ and the imperative verb ‫.)ﺍﺳﺘﻌﻤﻞ(‬ The verb also includes some equipments, which are clearly defined in Table (1) that shows relative pronouns, the conditional pronouns, and the particles.
In addition, verbs are preceded by relative pronouns (MS), both sealing tools (JZ) and monument tools (NS), and this section was considered as part of the grammar. Vol. 13, No. 6; 2019 colonialism, geographical nature of the city, and the political transactions. One of the languages that affected the slang Arabic language is Turkish one or the Ottoman Empire. For example; the word ‫‪"means‬ﺩﺭﺍﺑﺰﻳﻦ"‬ ladder. Not only Turkish colonization, but also the foreign one affected too, for instance; the word ‫‪"means‬ﻁﺮﺑﻴﺰﻩ"‬ table. In addition, Persian also must take a big percentage while talking about such an issue especially in the Levant countries like the word ‫"ﺑﻴﺠﺎﻣﺎ"‬ which means Pajamas; or the sleeping dress. Therefore, this algorithm compares the exited words in queries with the non -Arabic words.
Validation
This section is part of the system that includes the information restoring of the slang language. It aims to check each input query; first by checking the grammar that were previously entered into the system. Then, the structure for both the input query is compared with the existed structure inside the grammar. If its arrangement is right, the system goes directly to the next step, but if it is wrong, it gives the user an order to write a new query. Table (3) shows the used signs to describe each type of the Arabic words. If the user input ‫ﺍﻟﺸﻌﺮ"‬ ‫ﻛﺘﺐ‬ ‫,"ﻣﻴﻦ‬ after making a comparison between this structure and the known formula in the grammar (ASG), the system looks to see if this format is right or not. The system accepted this query, but after checking another query ‫ﻛﺘﺐ(‬ ‫ﻣﻴﻦ‬ ‫,)ﺍﻟﺸﻌﺮ‬ this assigned structure does not match any kind of the structures. Thus, it will be automatically refused, and the user will be directly asked to write a new query in another way.
Mapping Slang to Classical
This step is considered as one of the Slang Arabic Information Restoring System. Its main goal is to convert words from slang into classical. The process of mapping for all the query words is done by mapping verbs especially the affixes that are related to the slang verbs. They are converted to the equivalent affixes that related to the classical mas.ccsenet.org
Modern Applied Science Vol. 13, No. 6; 2019 form. The look up table is very useful where it is used to convert some Arabic Jordanian Slang words. Although this process may be seen as a kind of expensive, but it gives a lot of beneficial clear results.
Verbs Mapping
To convert verbs from slang to classical, we need to make some changes in the prefixes of slang. They are exchanged with the prefix of the classical. In addition, the suffix of the slang is exchanged with the suffix of the classical too.
Examples of Affixes in the Past, Present and Imperative Tense In Jordanian slang language, the imperative prefix stable like the imperative in classical, it is ‫,)ﺍ(‬ and there is no prefix of past tense in Jordanian slang language similar to classical language. In this case its true format Go to the next step 2-Search in two ways:
• The first way search in classical documents: a-By checking all the terms in look up table, we can find that ‫)ﻟﺤﺎﻟﻪ(‬ in slang has the synonym meaning in the classical which is ‫,)ﻟﻮﺣﺪﻩ(‬ and we have the question term ‫)ﻟﻴﺶ؟(‬ that has the same meaning of ‫.)ﻟﻤﺎﺫﺍ؟(‬ b-Then, we check the remain terms in non-Arabic list, and we do not find any word.
c-Now, correct the entire query; ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺒ‬ ‫ﺑﻴﺘﺤﺮﻙ‬ ‫ﻟﻤﺎﺫﺍ‬ ‫ﻟﻮﺣﺪﻩ‬ ‫ﻞ‬ .
Here we have a verb ‫)ﺑﻴﺘﺤﺮﻙ(‬ that has a prefix ‫,)ﺑﻲ(‬ we will replace it with present prefix classical form ‫.)ﻱ(‬ Then it is converted from ‫)ﺑﻴﺘﺤﺮﻙ(‬ to become ‫,)ﻳﺘﺤﺮﻙ(‬ and(‫)ﺣﺒﻞ‬ still the same without changing ‫.)ﺣﺒﻞ(‬ Now we find that we got the classical query:
‫ﺍﻟﺤﺒﻞ‬ ‫ﻳﺘﺤﺮﻙ‬ ‫ﻟﻤﺎﺫﺍ‬ ‫ﻟﻮﺣﺪﻩ؟‬ d-Remove the stop words ‫.)ﻟﻤﺎﺫﺍ(‪like‬‬ e-Now, search in the classical document.
• Second way; search in the slang documents: a-Keep the query and just remove the stop words ‫.)ﻟﻴﺶ(‬ b-Now search in the slang documents about ‫ﻟﺤﺎﻟﻪ(‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺒﻞ‬ ‫.)ﺑﻴﺘﺤﺮﻙ‬ 3-Now, show all the results in both the classical and the slang.
Results
By using C# language, we built this system under the Microsoft visual studio of 2013. The content of searching or the dataset includes a list of stored documents in Arabic language both slang and standard. Two main stores are used in the process of building the SQL of Microsoft server 2012. The first includes about 568 of documents that are written in Arabic slang and the main concepts in it are spoken which are taken from the slang one and from the forums too. The second includes almost 493 classical documents that are taken from the social data or from articles. Two stop words also are used with 445 classical ones. The list is collecting from a program of a marathon, but the mas.ccsenet.org
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It is very important to indicate that, we collected many documents for both slang and classical mainly from the social media; (Facebook, twitter, Instagram, etc.) . The collected document was made manually.
Measuring Performance
In any new system, it is very significant to put light on performance by comparing it with other previous ones. However, the most difficult thing in this system is the lack of slang documents that is used because it is relatively new.
In the process of retrieval, the instances are the documents and the task is to return a group of relevant documents that are given a special search concepts. In other words, I mean to assign to each document one of two categories either relevant or irrelevant. In the case of the relevant documents, they are the documents that belong to the relevant category while the recall is defined as the group of relevant documents that are retrieved by a search they are divided by the total number of existing documents.
Here are some main measure performances that are used basically in the information retrieval system:
It is defined as the number of documents that very relevant to the users query in the whole retrieved documents. Its value is in a range from 0.1 until 1.0. Thus, when it is 1.0 this means that relevant documents (Nwesri and et al., 2008; Kowalski and et al., 2000) .
B. Recall
The relevant retrieved document is very relevant to the documents in the database. Its value is recorded between ranges of 0.1 to 1.0. In addition, when its value is 1.0, the relevant documents expected to be (Nwesri and et al., 2008; Kowalski and et al., 2000) .
C. F-Measure
It is the mean of harmony between both precision and recall, where its values are 0.0 and 1.0, when it is 0.0 we can expect its lowest values, but when it is 1.0, this means it has reached its highest results out of (Nwesri and et al., 2008; Kowalski and et al., 2000) .
The Experimental Results
The efficiency of this new system can be done in similar behavior of both:
1. By comparing both results of slang and classical queries to apply it on classical, slang, and the hybrid dataset's content.
2. By comparing the values of precision in slang queries with the value of precision first twenty retrieving documents by applying it on Google and yahoo.
Decision of Results
Testing Using Jordanian Slang Language-based over Jordanian Slang Dataset
The system has been tested using Slang -based Arabic queries that used to retrieve slang documents. Table (10) shows a list of fifty slang-based queries and the precision, recall and F-measure values are also shown. 
Testing Using Arabic Classical Language-based over a Classical Dataset
Table (11) shows the precision, recall and F-measure values when testing a classical dataset by using the equivalent classical for the queries used in Table ( Figure (5) , reveals the results of the recall precision, and it announces that the rates of the slang are very close to the ones of the classical precision due to my use of special rules of slang that we added to our researching system. In addition, we have put some rules to make the conversion process, which makes inversion from slang to classical. Therefore, the results of precision are recorded about 0.63 for both researches. While the results of the recall in this researching system are also recorded as 0.62 and 0.60 respectively for both slang and classical. They are highly considered as good proportions in retrieving the relevant documents. Thus, they are convincing reasons to give the system a good evaluation. 
Comparing Research System with Google and Yahoo Search Engine
To make it clearer and to prove the research system efficiency, we applied the group of the slang queries, which we mentioned in table (10) on both previous engines. Thus, the first 20 retrieved results were counted in both to make a comparison. This comparison is made between results, and then it is obtained in the Research system through applying the slang queries.
To be honest, which helped this comparison to be well done is that both engines; Yahoo and Google contain documents of both types the slang and the classical.
In Table ( 12), the final values of precision in both engines are mentioned. Actually, we used precision in this comparison because of its high possibility of being counted; I mean to count its relevant results, but of course after applying the queries. Unlike it, the recall can never be counted because its relevant stored documents in their databases are unknown.
This step is a very important one to us since we worked hard to search about each query in both Google and yahoo, and to find the first 20 results about the entered queries. We figured out whether each one is classified as a relevant one or not. Finally, we divided the relevant document on all the retrieved ones where the result was a value precision for each query. Table (12) . Eventually, we can see how the Research system shows better values in precision, and they even have higher rates of efficiency than any other searching engines such as; Google and yahoo. In this research, we do not deny that both of them support the process of searching in Arabic, but the results in the Research system are better than theirs, especially while talking about the use of written slang queries. 
Conclusion and Future Directions
Conclusion
This research concerns about Arabic information retrieval process (IR) through providing a new searching system using Jordanian slang queries. By using the Research Arabic slang grammar (ASG), results show a high accuracy resulted in the retrieved documents while giving hand to the user's query to do its retrieve classical ones.
In addition, Arabic classical documents recorded close rates in three stages of: precision, recalling, and f-measuring, in both slang and classical. In addition, this is something can be easily justified because the Research conversion process makes inversion from the slang concepts to the equivalent terms in classical.
Not only that, but also the slang document is mainly used in searching for both slang and classical queries. In addition, the results also show that using the slang-based queries beat the use of classical ones, but for sure not the opposite. Moreover, results also indicate that the use of slang-based queries is extremely more useful and better than the use of classical ones specifically in the retrieving document process.
